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letter

from the Executive Director

Dear Friends,
When I founded Canine Partners for Life 25 years ago, I did so following a life-long dream to train and provide service dogs to people who have
physical disabilities. At that time the service dog industry was in the very early stages, the waiting lists for the few programs that were out there
were incredibly long, and to be honest, quality wasn’t the focus. As I look back over the past years, I find it remarkable how far CPL has come as
an organization. From one dog from the Delaware SPCA, my old horse barn, and a bedroom in my home (and my small savings account) to the
purchase and development of our current facility here in Chester County, PA, our growth has been steady, consistent, and well thought out. We
now have three trainers and a total staff (including part time) of 28. We’ve placed over 600 service and companion dogs nationwide in 25 years.
It has been a remarkable journey – and the future looks exciting!
One of the things that I didn’t necessarily anticipate 25 years ago was how amazingly generous and supportive so many people would be. In fact,
that is the most wonderful part of CPL – the amazing people who are drawn to help CPL and become a part of our mission. They come from all
walks of life and all backgrounds, all ages, and a huge variety of professions and talents. And everyone helps, in whatever way they can and in the
end – we all make CPL the success that it is, together – all of us! From the Girl Scout troop who collects donations (dog supplies/office supplies),
to our stalwart volunteers who come in no matter what the weather to walk the dogs and make sure they have their cuddle time, to companies
both large and small that support our work or fund entire projects like our Diabetes Alert Program, everyone is needed if we are to accomplish
our mission. Increasing numbers of company and government employees are signing up to give to CPL through their employee giving programs
(Combined Federal Campaign, America’s Charities, United Way, etc.). Community organizations are also working with us, like The Point in nearby
Parkesburg, PA (a wonderful organization that helps troubled and at-risk youth), who allowed us to use their beautiful new facility free of charge
for our recent graduation ceremony. (It was a wonderfully generous offer that helped make the celebration even that much more powerful.)
One group of supporters who developed their own fundraising event to benefit CPL some years back and have held it almost every year since
are members of the prison puppy raising program at the State Correctional Institute in Muncy, PA. (CPL’s prison puppy raising program, PPRP,
is a highly successful initiative that places puppies for that all-important first year of life with members of the prison populations in Pennsylvania
and Maryland.) The annual SCI Muncy Paws Walk has grown every year and has now become a much anticipated event at the prison that includes
music, food, and of course CPL service dogs in training. On a day to day basis, the only people allowed to handle the CPL puppies at the prison
are the trained handlers within the program, but for the Paws Walk day members of the prison community can donate a portion of the money that
they have raised through their various jobs around the prison, and are then allowed to handle and play with the puppies (under the supervision of
the puppies’ handlers).
This year’s Paws Walk was held on May 31st. It was the most successful yet with over 450 participants and
approximately 340 women showing up to walk a puppy. Various fundraising items had been sold to support
the event (including candy, paw print notecards, and photos of CPL puppies). I attended the event with my
husband Robert and CPL’s incoming Board President, Cindi Gorton. I am delighted to announce that the 2014
Paws Walk raised $2,641.28 for CPL. Way to go handlers and staff at Muncy! You guys are awesome.
If you are getting this newsletter, you too have supported CPL in some way over the years. Your belief in
our work prompts us to continue to strive to do our best, to continue to develop our programs and expand
our training techniques in order to nurture and develop the finest quality service dogs available anywhere.
Thank you!

Executive Director and
Founder, Darlene Sullivan
and her service dog Cal.
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High Standards
for CPL Trainers and Service Dogs
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ne essential factor in Canine Partners for Life’s long history of success is
our insistence on maintaining high standards both for our trainers and their
four-legged students.

Megan Esherick, Program Director for CPL, looks for some very specific skills and personality
traits when she hires a trainer. She explains, “They need to have a college degree, usually in
animal science or animal behavior. We look for people with advanced dog training skills but it’s
imperative that they also enjoy working with people. It’s also helpful if they have taken special
education classes to work with people with special needs or disabilities. Essentially we are
a human service organization, which uses dogs to help change people’s lives and give them
greater independence.”
The ultimate validation of quality service dog training is a certification from Assistance Dogs
International. To become certified, a trainer must work at an ADI accredited organization (such
as CPL) for a minimum of two years. Testing for the certification requires extensive knowledge
and familiarity working with and training a number
of dogs. The dogs in turn have to be able to

“Essentially we are a human service
organization, which uses dogs to help
change people’s lives and give them
greater independence.”

demonstrate a clear knowledge of advanced
service dog skills. There is also a challenging written
test component, and robust continuing education
standards are ongoing. It is a very stringent and
arduous process. Megan has an ADI certification
and CPL trainers Jessica Spencer and Annie
Savo are currently working toward the two year
minimum requirement and their own certification.

On the dog side, our high standards recognize that there is a dramatic difference between
training a family pet and training a service dog. While most dogs can be trained for basic
commands, training a dog that someone may depend on for potentially life or death assistance
requires the consideration of additional key factors (also see page 7 article – Critical Traits of a
CPL Service Dog). For example, a service dog needs to be trained to be gentle, consistent and
focused on their partner. A dog without that focus could be easily distracted, resulting in their

Cef
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partner having a serious physical injury from a fall. You will often

formal training, an extensive training evaluation is completed.

hear the command “look at me” during training – that’s a way

Later, when the dogs are assigned to work with a specific

to refocus the dog and remind them that consistent attention to

trainer at CPL, each training session essentially becomes an

their partner is very important.

evaluation. When these dogs have completed their two year
training period, their trainers have intimate knowledge of their
personalities, likes, dislikes, and even which other CPL dogs

Not every canine candidate will
meet the stringent expectations
set by CPL for service dog
work. A service dog needs to
have an innate work ethic.

they prefer to spend time with. This knowledge plays a crucial
role in their eventual pairing with an applicant.
Not every canine candidate will meet the stringent expectations
set by CPL for service dog work. A service dog needs to have
an innate work ethic, and a dog that does not want to work or
is ambivalent about working is better suited for another role.
In the hands of an experienced service dog trainer, certain
behavioral traits such as lack of interest, lack of energy and
other inconsistencies can identify a dog that will not be an
effective service dog. At this point, such dogs will either be
directed to CPL’s home companion program (where they are
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Evaluation and assessment of CPL dogs is an ongoing process,

placed with individuals who need emotional support in their

starting when the puppies are very young. As CPL puppies

homes) or they will be released from the program and adopted.

reach six weeks of age, CPL trainers begin to evaluate them,

When we realize that a service dog career is not going to

not only with more formalized skill tests and evaluations,

suit a particular dog, it’s time to make a difficult decision to

but also by watching and observing the enthusiasm with which

remove them from the program. Ultimately, our commitment

they perform those skills. Once the puppies enter a puppy

is to maintain the highest level of quality in our training and in

raising home (either in the community or at prison), additional

our care of CPL dogs.

evaluations take place every few months. When the dogs enter

Michael
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Critical Traits
of a CPL Service Dog

D

arlene Sullivan, Executive Director and Founder
of Canine Partners for Life, was recently asked,

McNeil

“What are the qualities that are most important

in an outstanding service dog?” Confidence, creativity and
flexibility might not be the words that immediately spring to
mind, yet after nearly 25 years at the helm of CPL, Darlene
has no compunction about using them, believing that CPL
service dogs do indeed embody these three traits.

Confidence
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Confidence is really part nature, part nurture. While
genetics can certainly affect canine confidence levels and
temperament, we also strive to nurture each dog, to let
them know we think they are very special, and to instill
a high comfort level with learning sometimes complex

their dog to search the house for that phone and bring

tasks. That’s why you often hear CPL trainers using a

it to them. This skill can truly be a lifesaver.

very cheerful, excited tone as they encourage the dog
to ‘try again, try again’ during a training session, instead
of a blunt correction of ‘no.’ We want the dogs to have
confidence to try different things, to feel comfortable
attempting something even if they make a mistake.
The training process as a whole needs to be positive
and fun in order to grow confidence.

In one instance, a graduate had just returned home when
she had a bad fall. With her husband at work, she was
alone in the house, unable to get up or take a crucial
medication. Although she had not yet had time to train
her service dog to retrieve her phone, she had no other
options and tried asking her dog to get her phone. The
dog had never been taught what ‘phone’ meant, but after

One of the first things we teach our CPL graduates after

a minute of hesitation he went into the living room and

the three-week team training program is to immediately

started bringing back random objects; a shoe, a remote

teach their service dog to retrieve their phone. As each

control, a newspaper, and yes, finally, her phone. This

phone looks and sounds different, this is a great first

service dog was comfortable and confident enough to

vocabulary word to teach their new partner. This is

try different things and risk making mistakes in order to

imperative should they need to call for help. We want

help his human partner.

Canine Partners for Life

Rosebud and Willie

Creativity
There is a vast amount of anecdotal evidence suggesting
that dogs do indeed think creatively, and this trait is a
necessity for an effective and exceptional service dog.
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to creatively problem solve is common in the most
successful service dogs.

Flexibility
This essential quality allows a service dog to adapt to new

For example, a number of CPL graduates have cluster

and changing circumstances. There is a huge component

seizures, which means that multiple seizures occur within

of trust involved, as a dog must trust that its partner will

a relatively short period of time. There may be a delay

not allow any harm to befall it during new experiences

between the seizures when the person may feel ‘normal’

that might seem particularly different or scary. Team

but in fact be experiencing cognitive challenges. One

training focuses on flexibility, and includes a trip to the

particular graduate has a service dog that recognizes

Philadelphia Zoo to see the big cats, a SEPTA train ride,

the vulnerability of his partner during this time period.

a visit to the Reading Terminal Market, and much more.

When his partner gets up after a seizure and starts

At the conclusion of the three weeks of team training,

walking, her dog places himself in front of the staircase

both members of the team have refined their ability to

to prevent her from using the stairs. Once the dog senses

adapt to different situations and draw from the strength

that the seizures are over and the danger has passed,

that they now have because they are together.

he moves away from the stairs. No one taught him to
do this, but the dog has seen his partner fall on the steps
a few times. Is this dog finding his own way to change
the outcome of the scenario? We believe that this ability

After all these years, we still find ourselves astonished at
what CPL dogs will do to help their human partners, and
most importantly at those good deeds that they were not
necessarily trained to do. There is a bit of aptitude here
that’s not quantifiable but is absolutely in keeping with

Our dogs have an amazing
capacity to learn, to live
joyously and to love fully.

what it means to be a CPL service dog. Our dogs have an
amazing capacity to learn, to live joyously and to love fully.
We believe that there is yet unrealized potential here and
we are committed to advancing the full helping and
healing power of our canine friends.
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unleashed & Uncorked
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n Saturday, May 10th, 450 guests attended CPL’s signature fundraiser, Unleashed
and Uncorked. The celebration kicked off with a VIP cocktail reception on the terrace
of Paul and Esther Gansky’s gorgeous Newtown Square estate. Then, the guests

traversed the great lawn of Heartwood Farm to the tented main event with a stunning pastoral
backdrop. Guests were met with local brews donated by Victory Brewing Company, caninethemed cocktails, and an array of scrumptious food stations from Brandywine Catering.
Over at the coral, blue, and green tables, partygoers strolled around the silent auction tables, where
they bid on over 40 items, from foodie feasts to stunning jewelry. In between bites and bids, guests
mingled with recipients, staff, puppy homes and even snapped a photo with a CPL puppy in the
Very Important Paws lounge. As the night unfolded, the Geezers couldn’t keep people still, as more
and more and more guests floated towards the dance floor. Tim Keller, our guest auctioneer and
team from Keller Auctioneers, lit up the stage during the live auction as bidding wars unfolded.
We’d like to sincerely thank the individuals that made this event possible–
our honorary co-chairs – Esther and Paul Gansky, Tory Kitchell, and Pat
Reeser, sponsors, auction donors, vendors, committee members, volunteers,
CPL staff and to everyone who came out to support CPL’s efforts.
A Special Thanks to our 2014 Sponsors:
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Top Dog Presenting Sponsors
Gerret & Tatiana Copeland, Proprietors of Bouchaine Vineyards
Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran

pick of the litter

dog’s night out

Tory Kitchell

West Pharmaceutical Services, Inc.

best in show
A Friend of CPL
Brown Advisory
David & Ginny Butters
Pierre Dupont
& Martina C. Hayward

Richard & Andrea Levine
Anne Sheppard & Hal Real
Grafton & Deenie Reeves
Jim & Donna Wagner
The Whip Tavern

tail waggers
Ric & Gretchen Andersen
In Memory of George M. Burkhardt
Mr. & Mrs. R. R. M. Carpenter III
Dansko, LLC
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Duprey

Michael & Linda Dzuba
Irving Gerber
Niki & John Hawkins
Beverly S. Hattersley
L. William Kay II

Robert E. & Margot W.
Keith
Sarah & Andy Lubin
Michael Martin
& Margaretta Frederick
Patty & Fred Meserve

Lauren & Don Morel
Margaretta K. Stabler
John & Elizabeth Styer
Ann & Cal Wick
Wilmington Trust

Mr. & Mrs. William
H. Frederick, Jr.
Kitten & Bill Gahagan
Cindi & Lance Gorton
A Friend of CPL
Mrs. Sarah Schutt Harrison
Jeannine Hummel
Lynn & Bob Hunter

Gail & Richard Keller
Tillie Page Laird
Mary M. Lane & Robert Durham
W. Robert Law
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel C. Lickle
Rev. Dr. & Mrs. David Lovelace
Mr. & Mrs. Irenee du Pont May
Mr. & Mrs. Louis J. Mayer

Mrs. Christopher D. Moseley
Joseph & Peggy Prendergast
Christopher & Tina Sailer
Jack Schwartz & Maggie O’Connor
Judy & Joseph Setting
Mariana & Alan Sorenson
Thomas Wynne Apartments
Tony & Ashley Vincent

lucky dogs
Beneficial Bank
Kevin Connors & Lori Loveland
Janie Cramer
Sanford & Lisa Davne
Enderlin Consulting
Beverly Ensor
Jeannie & Wendell Fenton

Canine Partners for Life

CPL

in the community
This page, clockwise
from top left:
Bark in the Park.
Morning meeting at CPL to
discuss marketing efforts.
Connecticut Legislature.

Opposite, clockwise
from top left:
SEI.
Novo Nordisk event
in Georgia.
MS Resource Fair.
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St. Patty’s Day parade.
Tour de Cure,
Philadelphia.
Cabrini College.
21st Century Event.

To date in 2014, CPL has been present at 118 educational demonstrations
and information tables, reaching over 13,500 people through these
outreach events! We would love to speak to your community group and/or
invite you for a tour. For more information, please contact CPL Education
and Demonstration Coordinator Tonya Guy at tguy@k94life.org.

Fall 2014
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service dog Teams
Service dogs bring freedom to their partners 24 hours per day - 365 days per year. A person partnered with a service dog has full public access
rights as granted by federal law (The Americans With Disabilities Act), which allows them to take their dog into all public facilities. CPL service
dogs are never separated from their human partners! The Canine Partners for Life service dog program spends two years preparing each dog for
its working life. Service dogs must be physically sound, temperamentally stable, happy working partners. Great care is taken to select only the
most appropriate dogs for this level of work.
* indicates a successor placement

Danielle and Rollo
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Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – Jill and John Sundquist
Puppy Home – SCI Smithfield
Puppy Home – Jan and Bruce Moore
Veterinary Sponsor –
Metzger Animal Hospital
As CPL’s first student with narcolepsy and
cataplexy, Danielle realized that we would be
learning as much from her as she was from
us. Danielle came into Team Training wearing
this year’s volunteer t-shirt featuring Rollo,
“her boy,” on the front. Rollo’s steady pull
and assistance with providing stability have
enabled Danielle to walk further than she has
in years – she was amazed that they could
walk the entire Philadelphia Zoo, the Exton
Mall, and around Center City, Philadelphia for
Team Training. At Longwood Gardens, Rollo
alerted Danielle to an upcoming cataplexy
episode and she listened by sitting down and
resting until it was ok to walk again. She’s
felt a huge improvement in her stamina and
ability to be active for a longer portion of each
day. These two absolutely adore each other.
Danielle and Rollo are now back in Georgia
for their senior year of high school and what is
sure to be an exciting future.

hunter and argos

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Sarah Zimmerman
Puppy Home – JCI
Hunter is the youngest student we’ve had at
CPL for quite a while. Like Danielle, he hails
from Georgia. At the welcome dinner, Hunter
sat on the floor getting to know his new canine
partner, Argos. That affection earned him the
love of his partner and they charged into Team
Training excited for the challenges that those
three weeks would bring. Argos began alerting
to seizures from one of the first nights, quickly
finding Hunter’s mom to let her know there
was a problem. Soon she was commenting
that she can now sleep easier because she
knows that if something is wrong, Argos
will wake her up. This amazingly upbeat,
responsible, mature young man heads home to
school with his new partner. One of Hunter’s
driving forces behind his wanting a service
dog (“so that my mom can sleep through the
night”) has already been accomplished.

lorelei and wilcox

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Temple Fox School of Business
Puppy Home –
Leah and Dominic Corrigan
Veterinary Sponsor –
VCA Bridgeport Hospital
Lorelei came to us smiling, hopeful, but also
nervous and concerned that she might not be
able to do all that was required during Team
Training. However, she amazed herself and her
husband with what she accomplished during
those three weeks. She and Wilcox bonded
quickly and she was heard to say to him,
“You know, dog slobber and all – I love you!”
After just a bit of training she “found her
voice,” learning how to use the commands
needed for Wilcox to assist her. She’d never
ridden a train before – and although that Philly
trip was exhausting it was also exhilarating
as she realized the things that she COULD do
once again. Following Team Training, Lorelei
and Wilcox headed home with the goal to visit
Myrtle Beach in October, begin taking hikes,
go shopping, live life and enjoy their family.

Fall 2014

service dog Teams
samantha* and stephen

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Stephen Cozen
Puppy Home – JCI
The decision to retire a service dog is never
an easy one. But, after a long and wonderful
partnership with her CPL service dog Ivy,
Samantha decided that it was time for Ivy
to hang up the harness. So while Ivy stayed
home (and was lovingly pampered), Samantha
attended Team Training with her new partner
Stephen. Sam did a great job embracing this
new partnership and learning to work with
Stephen. Stephen loves his new mom. He
can hear her quiet voice above all others and
adores putting his front feet on the footrest
of her wheelchair to deliver retrieved items
or just to focus on her body language. They
communicate beautifully. They’ve had so much
fun – Sam has a wonderful sense of humor
and she and Stephen have found great joy
learning how much they can do together.

tanya* and regina

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Margaret Brady-Ulmer
Namer –
Mr. and Mrs. Gerret van S. Copeland
Puppy Home – SCI Muncy
Veterinary Sponsor –
Animal Care Hospital

Tanya lost her first CPL service dog, Elsie,
fairly suddenly last winter. The months since
then have been long, painful, and lonely.
We all shared her grief and were anxious to
help her resume her more independent life.
Tanya is a natural animal trainer with years of
experience under her belt. She took Regina’s
boundless energy and molded it with her
expectations and quickly, they began to look
like a team that had been together for years.
They worked hard during the three weeks of
Team Training, with Tanya doing a great
job of giving clear directions and praising
with enthusiasm. Regina eagerly responded
and together they learned to effectively
communicate. They live nearby so we can
watch them achieve their goals and have fun
while caring for their farm animals (even the
ducks that Regina still isn’t too sure about)
and doing their competitive carriage driving.

jeffrey and garnet

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – Rivendell Foundation
Puppy Home – SCI Muncy
Veterinary Sponsor –
Loyalsock Animal Hospital
Jeffrey comes to us from Philadelphia, where
he lives on his own in an apartment. Initially,
he was serious and quiet but gradually, over
the course of the three week Team Training,
we began to see the magic of unconditional
love at work as Jeffrey and Garnet bonded.
Ensuring that he was holding both the leash
and the handle, keeping Garnet on his left side,
remembering the many commands and the
order in which to give them, were all tough at
first. Then he had to learn to work the clicker
to reward his dog plus reach into the treat
pouch to give a treat for any skill well done.
But as each day finished, Jeffrey and Garnet
moved one step closer to becoming a team.

He began to get to know his gentle partner
and the things that made her happy. She loves
water and her ball and is even learning to
chase a Frisbee. Jeffrey is glad that he has
someone to share his life, someone to tell him
when the seizures are coming so that he no
longer has to say that going to the doctor is
one of his hobbies.

hannah and saffron

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Melvin Sullivan
Puppy Home – Elaine Dillon
Puppy Home – SCI Muncy
Veterinary Sponsor –
West Chester Veterinary Medical Clinic
Veterinary Sponsor –
Animal Care Hospital
Hannah came to us very clear with her goals.
She wanted to complete her dietician’s degree
at West Chester University and she was
going to need help to get around the larger
college campus. Muscular Dystrophy had
made it tough to walk and this would be
her first opportunity to live away from home.
Hannah has natural dog training abilities.
She’s positive and fair and knows how to
break a difficult task down into smaller,
more manageable pieces. Saffron is one of
the happiest dogs on the planet and she
worked hard to figure out what her partner
needed from her. Hannah has learned to
harness Saffron’s enthusiasm and use it to
her advantage. She had commented early
on that she hoped Saffron would improve
her confidence and each goal they’ve
accomplished has done that. They are
headed on to independent college life and
we hope to see a lot of them.
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service dog Teams
Krystaleve* and junior

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Girl Scouts of Eastern PA
Junior Troop #4016
Puppy Home – SCI Smithfield
Veterinary Sponsor –
State College Veterinary Hospital
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This is Krystaleve’s third Team Training at CPL –
she had beautiful partnerships with both Chester
and Rikki and knows the importance of being
part of a team. Although she has enjoyed the
independence that her dogs have given her over
the years, when it was time for Rikki to retire,
Krystaleve knew that she had earned the right to
relax on the sofa. Krystaleve was smart as she
prepared for the grueling three weeks of training.
She planned, arranged care attendants, utilized
our interns, and made use of the wheelchair so
that she could maximize the learning experience
and not use all of her energy walking. She learned
quickly that Junior is a pretty easy going guy.
They bonded quickly and strongly and he was
often seen lying at her feet with his head resting
on her foot. As Krystaleve and Junior head home
to their family and hobbies (they’ll celebrate her
30th anniversary at the beach in August) they will
continue to grow even stronger as a team.

derrick and patrick

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Patrick O’Connor
Puppy Home – JCI
Veterinary Sponsor –
North Laurel Animal Hospital

Derrick was a joy to work with during Team
Training. Traveling the farthest distance to
get to CPL (from Illinois) he searched for
help after seizures affected his life and
independence. We enjoyed Derrick’s humor,
positive approach to each day and willingness
to trust us to help him create this partnership
with Patrick. Derrick’s journal entries were
insightful and well written and he knew when
to ask for help. On day one of obedience
training he asked what skills he should be
working on and he quickly absorbed every
bit of advice that our trainers had for him.
Derrick learned all of the skills in a thoughtful,
progressive manner and became adept at
praising and encouraging Patrick. At home
in Illinois, this team will be enjoying Black
Hawks games at the Union Center. Derrick’s
participation in Toastmasters (a public
speaking club) will also provide opportunities
for him to share CPL with the world.

gina and muzzy

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – The Landis Reid Family
Puppy Home – MCIW
Gina came to CPL with a myriad of physical
challenges, ranging from seizures to dizzy spells,
balance problems, fatigue and pain. Luckily she
found CPL (and Muzzy). When you work with Gina
you sense energy and activity – she’s a woman
who loves to be physically active. Gina owns her
own martial arts school in Virginia (in fact she used
to be a world class competitor), yet she has been
unable to do many basic life and work tasks since
becoming ill. Post Team Training, Gina exudes
hope and excitement for what the future holds.
Muzzy is a yellow bundle of energy and drive –
the epitome of what Gina wants to be again.
Gina learned early on to listen to Muzzy’s signals,
thus managing the episodes of blood pressure
drops and potential falls. They head home to

enjoy more activities at work and at home and
to share their independence and newfound
confidence with Gina’s family and community.

john and sheba

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – A Friend of CPL
Puppy Home – MCIW
John is the first student to go through CPL’s
diabetes alert pilot program. He has had Type
1 diabetes for sixty years, and has lost the
ability to recognize when his blood sugar is
dropping low (hypoglycemic unawareness).
John came to us wanting to maintain his
active lifestyle. A former Physical Education
and Health teacher, he had to help prepare
Sheeba for her future diabetes alert role in
advance. He sent saliva samples to us on a
regular basis (by chewing on a piece of cotton)
when his sugar levels dropped to 70. Sheeba’s
trainer could then teach Sheeba to identify that
particular scent level and alert John to test
and do what was necessary to stabilize his
condition. While learning to recognize these
alerts, John and Sheeba also had to learn all
the obedience and service skills required of
any other service team. They’ve bonded
during morning walks and John even bought
an attachment for his bike so that Sheeba
can run with him. Their affection for each
other is clearly evident and they are going
to be a wonderful team.
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home companion Teams
Home companion dogs are placed with individuals who CPL feels would beneﬁt from a well trained companion to bring comfort, encouragement,
and joy — but who would have difficulty raising and training a dog on their own. Although not usually providing physical assistance, the job of
a home companion dog is extremely special. By providing a kiss, an adoring look, a wag of the tail, they can make lonely moments seem full,
painful moments seem bearable, and uncertain times seem hopeful. They take their jobs seriously, knowing that they make a difference in the
lives of their human partners that cannot be measured.

justin and lucille

Puppy Breeder and Donor –
Verna Mae Stoltzfus
Namer – Ruth Prest
Puppy Home – SCI Cambridge Springs
Veterinary Sponsor – Greener Pastures
Veterinary Services, Inc.
Justin has always had a heartfelt compassion
for all kinds of animals but he especially
loves dogs. He likes to pet the dogs in his
neighborhood, asking for permission first,
before proceeding to share with the dog some
good conversation and great hugs. When
Justin’s family realized that he needed a dog
of his own, they contacted CPL. Justin needed
a dog that would understand him, stay with
him and make him feel safe. He needed a dog
that would be his friend. Lucille was that
dog. She too needed a friend – someone
special who would give her the attention she
deserved. Lucille now walks Justin to the
school bus every morning and is there to greet
him in the afternoon when he is dropped
off. Their friendship continues to grow
stronger every day.

abigail and wisdom

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – Kimberton Area Lions Club
Puppy Home – SCI Cambridge Springs
Home Companion Home –
John and Grace Gosnay
Veterinary Sponsor –
Animal Hospital of Waterford
Not long ago, Abby wrote a book for school
about dogs. It read, “Dogs. They wag their
tails when they’re happy. Dogs stick their
tongues out when they’re hot. Some can run
really fast. Mine can. Some dogs are ‘special
kinds’ like my dog, Wisdom.” Abby has learned
a lot about dogs through her partnership with
Wisdom. He is important to Abby and seeing
Abby learn to care for someone or something
else is important to her parents. Wisdom has
not just changed Abby’s life, he has changed
the household itself. He has shown Abby’s little
brother, Jack, how to care for a pet and how to
be a true playmate. Grace, Abby’s twin sister,
has learned the benefits of being more gentle
and calm. Wisdom is part of the family now,
attending all family events and parties. His
relationship with Abby is very special.

mary and randy

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Susan Bankey Yoder
Puppy Home – SCI Albion
Veterinary Sponsor – Albion Animal
Center, Inc.
Penn Hip Sponsor – Dr. Charles Sung,
Animal Care Hospital
Mary came to CPL looking for a dog primarily
for companionship. She had always had dogs
until the time that her grandson was born with
a variety of allergies. Since he has now grown
stronger and healthier, Mary felt that the time
was right for her to once again “bring the love
of a dog back into her life.” That love now
comes from Randy, a handsome yellow
Labrador. Mary says that Randy is well
behaved and knows all his commands.
He makes her laugh too. Every morning,
Randy grabs a toy and runs around to play.
Eventually he settles down, often going back
to bed for a while, which is okay with Mary
since she says she really isn’t a morning
person either. Randy’s main job is to be with
Mary when she is home alone and he performs
his job very well. Mary says that Randy is a
sweet and loving dog, everything she wanted
in her canine companion.
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home companion Teams
sofia and mcneil

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Margaret Brady-Ulmer
Namer – The Barra Foundation
Puppy Home – SCI Albion
Veterinary Sponsor – Albion Animal Center
Penn Hip Sponsor – Dr. Charles Sung,
Animal Care Hospital
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Sofia came to CPL enthusiastically looking for a dog
that would be a friend but who could also help her
retrieve items around the house. She has a twin sister
who is always willing to help and her parents certainly
would step in when needed, but Sofia wanted to be
more independent and do some things for herself.
She also asked for a dog that liked to play ball. Finally,
after patiently waiting for just the right dog, Sofia was
matched with McNeil. This big gentle Lab loves to pick
things up off the floor and he is the perfect gentleman
when opening cabinets and doors. Most importantly
however, he likes to play ball. Each afternoon, McNeil
patiently waits by the front door for Sofia’s school
bus to pull up. When Sofia comes in the door, McNeil
greets her with plenty of tail wags and his favorite toy,
which he conveniently places directly on her lap. The
love and joy in this dog’s eyes when he looks at Sofia
is clearly evident but if you also look into the eyes of
the family, you will see the same love and respect
for McNeil in return. McNeil has become a beloved
member of the family.

timothy & Laura
and stitch

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Stitches with Style, LLC.
Puppy Home – Deb, Corey, and
Amanda Gossert
Veterinary Sponsor – New Holland
Veterinary Hospital, LLC.

Tim and Laura are brother and sister. Although they
have their differences, as most siblings do, they share
many common interests, like watching Jeopardy,
listening to music, and taking car rides. However, the
biggest similarity between Tim and Laura is that they
both LOVE dogs! The family has always had dogs, so
when they applied for a CPL home companion dog
they eagerly waited for the day they would meet their
new canine friend. That day soon arrived and they met
Stitch. Her passion in life is to simply spend time with
people so it was a perfect fit. Just like Tim and Laura,
Stitch enjoys car rides and taking long walks is also
a favorite past time. During the first weeks of their
partnership, Laura had a particularly bad fall. This
brave girl spent nearly two months in the hospital then
another seven weeks in a nursing home recovering
from her injuries. Stitch’s visits to the nursing home,
where she settled contentedly next to Laura’s
wheelchair giving wags of encouragement, helped
with the healing process for everyone involved.

keanu and sir richard

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Stud Dog Donor – Diane Jones
Namer – Marion Prochazka Charitable
Remainder Trust
Puppy Home – SCI Smithfield
Home Companion Home –
John and Grace Gosnay
Veterinary Sponsor –
State College Veterinary Hospital
Keanu and Sir Richard have been together now for
almost a year. When Keanu’s parents first came to
CPL, they were looking for a non-judgmental friend
for Keanu; a friend that would add more fun and
activity to his daily routine. Keanu found that friend
in Sir Richard, an outgoing and energetic yellow Lab.
Keanu and Sir Richard take many walks together and
during the warmer weather they love playing with the
hose – Keanu sprays the hose and giggles while Sir
Richard tries to eat the water spray. Spending time
with Sir Richard has increased Keanu’s self-esteem
and has, most importantly, increased his verbalization
and eased his social anxiety. Sir Richard is a wonderful
companion to Keanu and a great addition to the family.

joseph and spirit

Puppy Breeder and Donor – CPL
Namer – Fair Play Foundation
Puppy Home – Sara Lindell
Veterinary Sponsor –
Talleyville Veterinary Hospital
Joe is a self-described 74-year-old college graduate
and a proud veteran of the Korean era. Giving to
others is as natural to him as breathing. Joe has
donated over 77 pints of blood to the American Red
Cross, and was a Hospice volunteer for over twenty
years, serving on the Pennsylvania Hospice Board for
three years. Currently, he is involved with a veterans
program at his local VA in Greensburg. But Joe still
had more love to share when he came to CPL to
apply for a home companion dog. He wanted a dog
to keep him company when he was home alone
and he was hoping the dog could also provide some
physical assistance by retrieving items and opening
cabinet doors. Spirit has been trained to do this and
more; she is also very helpful when taking Joe’s
socks off. Joe recently shared the following note:
“I have had Spirit for only a short time, and already
she brings joy to my heart. When my wife has
errands to do I can stay home alone without her
worrying about me because I have a four-legged,
furry companion. Lovable, gentle, playful and very
obedient are just a few ways to describe her.
I think I have fallen in love all over again.”
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We’d like
to thank you
today.
Our Legacy
Society, Solla’s
Partners, named
after the first
SOLLA’S
PARTNERS
CPL service
dog, provides
lifetime recognition to donors
who have included CPL as
part of their estate planning.
If you have designated CPL
in your estate plan, please let
us know. Recognition of your
kindness can inspire others to
do the same.

M

eet the Morlings – the newest
members of Solla’s Partners. They
have been dog lovers all their lives,

with a special fondness for English Springer
Spaniels and English Cocker Spaniels. Carol
and their English Cocker Spaniel, Olivia, were
a pet therapy team at the Medical College of
Virginia Hospitals for 7 years; their ‘home base’
was pediatrics. Carol’s only sibling was a sister
with profound mental and physical disabilties.
A service dog was not available 40 years ago,
but the desire to help others who could benefit
has been an ongoing desire for Carol and Bill.
Bill is a regular dog walker at CPL and realizes
that as he walks the dogs he has learned to

For more information,
please contact
Director of Development,
Lindsay Myers.

understand their individual temperaments. After
attending graduation ceremonies and seeing
the dogs with their new owners, he appreciates
what CPL does to enhance the lives of people
with special needs.

We are grateful to the Morlings for their
faith in the CPL mission.
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veterinary puppy sponsors
Aardvark Animal Hospital

Dr. Suzanne Michele
and Banditt

Albion Animal Center, Inc.
Animal Care Hospital - Lewisburg
Animal Hospital of Waterford
Atglen Veterinary Hospital
Centreville Veterinary Hospital
Chadds Ford Animal Hospital
Cochranton Veterinary Hospital
Colebrook Manor Animal Hospital
Conneaut Lake Veterinary Hospital
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Crawford County Humane Society
Veterinary Hospital
Crest View Animal Clinic
Fort Washington Veterinary Hospital
French Creek Veterinary Hospital
Glenwood Pet Hospital
Greener Pastures Veterinary
Service, Inc.

North Laurel Animal Hospital
Radnor Veterinary Hospital
State College Veterinary Hospital
Dr. Charles Sung

Dr. Jane Latta

Talleyville Veterinary Hospital

Longwood Veterinary Center

Twinbrook Veterinary Hospital

Loyalsock Animal Hospital, Inc.

VCA Bridgeport Animal Hospital

Malvern Veterinary Hospital

Waynesburg Animal Hospital

Metzger Animal Hospital

Windcrest Animal Hospital

Nonantum Veterinary Clinic
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in our thoughts
Amis - Retired Service Dog to Jeffrey Hill
Baraboo - Retired Service Dog to Rick Bishop
Beck - Home Companion Dog to Thomas Mizerski
Delsie - Retired Service Dog to Holly Le Blanc
Desmond - Retired Service Dog
Elsie - Retired Service Dog to Tanya MacKeand
George - Retired Service Dog to Stuart Abelson
Hunschel - Service Dog to Conrad Brahin
Johnson - Home Companion Dog to
Vangeli Galindo
Kisses - Retired Service Dog to Dan Wheeler
Luci - Home Companion Dog to Barbara Perler
Maximo - Retired Service Dog to Myron McKenzie
Mitzi - Home Companion Dog to Jeffrey Grove

Mojo - Retired Home Companion Dog to
Leigh Eppinger
Mr. Muck - Home Companion Dog to Lena Kalner
Pebbles - Retired Service Dog to Sheena Walter
Sinjin - Home Companion Dog to Spencer Locks
TJ - Retired Service Dog to Jeff Diehl
Tunkha - Retired Service Dog to Tracey Lado
Nancy Austin - CPL volunteer
Helen Esherick - recipient of Home
Companion Dog “Maddie”
Bruce Hicks - recipient of Service Dog “Livy”
Joseph Williams - recipient of Service
Dog “Amigo”
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CPL wish list
• L ow mileage, gently used vehicle
for transporting trainers, dogs, and
volunteers.

• Black Kong toys, Jolly Balls,
and Teaser Ball toys for dogs
in the kennel

• Long indoor/outdoor
extension cords

• G
 lad tall kitchen trash bags
with handle ties

• Small training treats (Charlie Bears,
PupPeronis, Bitz, etc) — we can
only use treats smaller than the size
of a dime — the need for these is
critical right now

• Canned dog food (of CPL
trainer approved brands)

• 24” tall Exercise pens
• Soft Elizabethan collars – large
• C
 itronella remote control or
anti-bark collar
• Simple Green cleaner
• G
 allons of dog ear cleaner
(not oil-based)
• Dog toothpaste
• Gentle Leaders and Haltis (size 1-3)
• C
 omfort Zone DAP plug-in refills
for the kennel
• Portable 48” exercise pens
• Any size of Vari-Kennels
• Postage stamps
• Paper shredder for Business Office

• Interactive tug toys for the dogs in
training like Tug ‘N’ Treat or other
food stuff-able tug toys
• Galileo Doggie Bones
• Gift certificates to Pet-Edge or
other dog supply catalogs
• Gift certificates to Staples
and Office Max
• Printer cartridges (call for
specific models)
• E-Z-Up Pop-Up Canopies
• Four wheeled carts (with or
without sides) to move special
event items

• Purina Forti-Flora

• Natural Balance Rolls
• Metal slow feed dog bowls
• Target sticks (see cleanrun.com)
• Fit Paws, Wobble Board,
Donut or Balance Discs

Canine Partners for Life

dogs in kennel
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Dog

Donor	Namer

Puppy Home

Banditt
Beth
Cherry
Dyson
Echo
Falcon
Frolic
Galio
Hector
Homer
Jasper
Jeffrey
Jim
Magic
Michael
Patience
Ranger
Rosebud
Shandy
Sidneé
Topper
Turks
Uncle Ed
Wallace
Wesley
Woodie
Yogi
Zeva

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Tina Barks
CPL
CPL
CPL
Bonnie Bilski
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Sarah Binkley
CPL
CPL
CPL
Tina Barks
Bonnie Bilski
Sarah Binkley
CPL
CPL

John Sherman & Karen Kral
Dan & Denise Martzell
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
SCI - Smithfield
MCIW
JCI
Corrina & Amanda Joyce
The Moore Family
JCI
SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Smithfield
JCI
The Matzo Family
SCI - Albion
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Muncy
SCI - Albion
The Hatch Family
MCIW
SCI - Muncy
Ann Devine
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
SCI - Albion
SCI - Albion
SCI - Cambridge Springs
Gwen & Emilie Potter
SCI - Albion
Leah & Dominic Corrigan

Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
Jan Moore
Mrs. Christopher Moseley
West Fallowfield Christian School
George Weymouth
Mr. C. Porter Shutt, Jr.
Laura J. Niles Foundation
Odd Fellows of PA Home for Orphans
James Waitzman
Joanne Leone
Ann Wick
Guy Malick
The Wheeler Family
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Koenig
Barbara & Jack Heller
Novo Nordisk, Inc.
Tim & Karen Hall
SCI - Muncy
Marion Prochazka Charitable Remainder Trust
David and Rene McCoach
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Kimberton Lions Club
Kathy Echternach
Fallen Angels Foundation
Ted & Robin Ashford
Ms. Barbara Phelan & Dr. Carol Reed

dogs in BREEDING PROGRAM
Dog

Donor	Namer

Breeder Home

Carnie
Debbie
Fredda
Journey
Lindsay
Mimi
Reeser
Scarlet
Susan

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

Lee & Mary Fertig
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
The MacGregor Family
Janet Cooper
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
Linda & Michael Dzuba
Jan Wilkinson
David Madeira & Mary DeWitt
The Cramer Family

Mr. & Mrs. Gerret van S. Copeland
Russell W. Coe
The Ortega Family
Pam Pacana
Marion Prochazka Charitable Remainder Trust
Mrs. Joseph Eckman
CPL Staff for Pat Reeser
Peggy Hutaff & Bella the cat
Independence Foundation

dogs in home companion training homes
Dog

Donor	Namer

Puppy Home

Home Companion Home

Clara
Fertie
Gracie
Marcum
Mollie
Nicole
Scoutie

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Bonnie Bilski
Joe & Loretta Ferringer

Letty Moore/ MCIW
Sue Reyes
MCIW
JCI
Pennie Garvin
Bernadette Oliver
MCIW

Daryn Drengler
Letty Moore
SCI - Muncy
Sue Reyes
Letty Moore
John & Grace Gosnay
The Gossert Family

Daryn & John Drengler
Charlotte Osgood
The Aquadro Family
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
CPL for C. Minor Barringer
Dr. Mary Bryant (Merial)
Doris J. Bernstein & Neil Gillman

dogs in demonstration training
Dog

Donor	Namer

Puppy Home

Demo Home

Neville
Sage
Willie

Tina Barks
CPL
CPL

The Moore Family
MCIW
SCI - Muncy

Carol & Ken Stark
Lee & Mary Fertig
Lindsay Myers

L.J. (Tess) Tessier
Wendy Krancer Twing
Phoebe Craven
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puppy homes
Puppy

Donor	Namer

Puppy Home

Alice
Amber
Amee
Aura
Banjo
Bertie
Boots
Carrie
Charlee
Cleo
Cole
Cret

CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Laura & Gary Altizer Mythic Labradors
Diane Jones
CPL
Laura & Gary Altizer Mythic Labradors
Bonnie Bilski
Twin Oaks Kennel
Diane Jones
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Barbara Adams
Diane Jones
Edward J. Brennan
& Laurie Newhard
CPL
CPL
Laura & Gary Altizer Mythic Labradors
Bonnie Bilski
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
Jon Reynolds
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPl
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL
CPL

Kathryn Melendy & Family
Bill & Carol Morling
Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Hayward, III
Rick & Sue Bishop
The Hayes Family
Gray Charitable Trust
Don M. Norton
Susquehanna Service Dogs
CPL Staff
Christiana Lions Club
John C. Kish Foundation
Robert Sullivan

SCI - Muncy
SCI - Greene
SCI - Greene
MCIJ
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Albion
SCI - Muncy
Donna Sargent
Pennie Garvin
JCI
Diane Behler & Sandy Anastasi

Ben & Betsy LeRoy
Uticom Systems, Inc.
Cathie Ledyard

JCI
Tommy Alexopoulus
SCI - Muncy

Carol Phillips
Mark & Sally Carnes
Cindy & Jeff Frederick
Betty Lorey
Pastor & Mrs. Gerald Faust
Concord Pet Foods & Supplies
Jack Freemann
The Robert H. & Anita Q. Lawe Foundation
Cindi Gorton
Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan P. Vitriol
Bob Miller

MCIW
SCI - Albion
JCI
Cindi Chamberlain & Buck Bullen
SCI - Greene
MCIJ
Donna Klingelhofer
SCI - Albion
SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Cambridge Springs
SCI - Cambridge Springs

Andrea Levine
The Romano Family
Mrs. J. Simpson Dean, Jr.

MCIJ
Hal Real & Anne Sheppard
SCI - Cambridge Springs

Russell W. Coe
The Fleming Foundation
Donna Sayah
Dr. & Mrs. B.W. Langer
Harriet I. Smith
John & Patti Rugh
Johanna Hill
Pamet River Foundation
Drinda Edge
Barbara Burkhardt
Eric & April Hansen
Harrison Fritz
Lee & Vicki Tashjian
Deborah Holt Weil
Avon Grove Lions Club
Christiana Rotary Club
Betty Styer
Robert & Melissa Veghte

MCIW
SCI - Smithfield
SCI - Muncy
Bernadette Oliver
MCIW
The Moore Family
SCI - Albion
SCI - Muncy
Hannah Dependahl & Sal Megaro
Mariana Sorensen
Travis Mills
John Sherman & Karen Kral
MCIJ
SCI - Greene
SCI - Smithfield
Andrée Jannette
The Kelly Family
SCI - Greene

Danny
Diesel
Eve
Fia
Fuji
Giles
Gladys
Goldie
Haley
Hancock
Harley
Hoover
Jayke
Jet
Jewels
Jolly
Junius
Kathleen
Kody
Marlie
Mikey
Mona
Moose
Orion
Pamet
Payton
Pepper
Ringo
Samba
Seville
Suka
Tamu
Vessa
Wendell
Zin
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The Independence Society
a tradition of giving
Independence Society members belong to a distinctive family of generous and compassionate friends of Canine
Partners for Life. Members will receive an invitation to the annual Independence Society gathering, and will receive
special invitations to additional CPL events throughout the year. Members will also be invited to provide ongoing
input and advice pertaining to the future of CPL.
Members of the Independence Society make an annual leadership commitment of $1,000 or more on
or before June 30, 2015. Many members choose to make their support via automated monthly giving.
We are incredibly grateful to our 2013–14 Society Members for their faith in our mission!

Visionaries - $50,000 & above

Partners - $25,000 - $49,999
Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran*

Anonymous

Service Leaders - $10,000 - $24,999
Mr. & Mrs. Gerret van S. Copeland
Mrs. Ellen Ann Eckman*
Mrs. C. Victoria Kitchell*

Mr. Ronald Krancer*
Mr. & Mrs. Guy L. Malick
Mr. Earl Minnis

Ms. Barbara A. Phelan
& Dr. Carol R. Reed*
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D. Romano

Freedom Friends - $5,000 - $9,999
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Mr. & Mrs. Henry B. duPont, IV
Ms. Kathy L. Echternach*
Dr. & Mrs. Charles W. Koenig*

Mr. & Mrs. David D. McCoach*
Mr. Matthew R. Moran
Mrs. Gloria Paul*
Mr. & Mrs. Phillip S. Reese*

Dr. & Mrs. Grafton D. Reeves*
Mr. & Mrs. C. Porter Schutt, Jr.*
Ms. Anne E. Sheppard
& Mr. Hal Real*

Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Waitzman*
Ms. Carol Elizabeth Ware*
Ambassador Marilyn Ware

Companions - $2,500 - $4,999
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher S. Beck
Mr. Louis W. Burgener*
Ms. Karena J. Cooper*
Mrs. Margaret Dean

Mr. & Mrs. Barry S. Gluck*
Mr. & Mrs. Lance A. Gorton*
Ms. Lonnie Kwa-Humphries
Ms. Susan Lawrence

Ms. Linda E. Altier
Mr. & Mrs. James O. Altrichter
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore H. Ashford
The Honorables Bernard
& Helen Balick*
Dr. Richard Beeman
& Ms. Mary Cahill*
Mrs. Georgina M. Bissell
Ms. Rebecca Bradbeer
Dr. & Mrs. Conrad M. Brahin*
Ms. Catherine M. Burkert
Mr. Mark L. Carnes*
Mr. Russell W. Coe*
Dr. Jeffrey & Mrs. Janie Cramer*
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Crowell*
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Danzeisen*
Dr. Deborah Allen
& Mr. Richard Donham*
Mr. & Mrs. J. Michael Dzuba
Ms. Edith Edson*
Ms. Nancy Eichert
Ms. Kathleen M. Eiser*

Pastor & Mrs. Gerald W. Faust
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Fleming
Mrs. Ruth H. Frangopoulos*
Mr. Michael Martin &
Dr. Margaretta Frederick*
Arthur D. Goldman, Esq.
Dr. Christopher & Dr. Jill Gorton
Dr. & Mrs. Evans C. Guequierre
Mr. & Mrs. Timothy R. Hall
Mr. & Mrs. Eric R. Hansen
Mr. & Mrs. Randy Hayes
Ms. Nancy Hayward &
Mr. Richard S. D. Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Heller
Ms. Janet Johnston
Mrs. Judith A. Kenyon*
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Kimmel*
Mr. & Mrs. Hallet H. Lamm, Jr.*
Dr. & Mrs. B. W. Langer
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Larose
Ms. Eileen M. Layton

Ms. Mary Alice Malone*
Mr. & Mrs. Leandro S. Pimenta*
Dr. Charles W. Raker* (dec.)
Mr. & Mrs. T. Garrett Robinson, Jr.*

Ms. Patricia Rugh
Mrs. Donna Sayah
Mr. & Mrs. Calhoun W. Wick*
Mr. David W. Wright*

Puppy Patrons - $1,000 - $2,499
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Ledyard
Mr. & Mrs. Alan B. Levin
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Levine*
Ms. Lori B. Loveland
& Mr. Kevin J. Connors
Mr. & Mrs. Leon K. Martin*
Dr. & Mrs. Jack M. Maxwell*
Mr. & Mrs. Louis J. Mayer
Mr. Vincent I. Melendy &
Mrs. Kathryn Melendy*
Mr. Kevin Melendy
Ms. Susan R. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Michael J. Moran
Dr. & Mrs. Donald E. Morel, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Morling
Mrs. Christopher L. Moseley*
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Myers*
Gregory Nichols
Mr. & Mrs. Gary T. Olsen*
Ms. Ellyn C. Phillips*
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Pope

Ms. Ramona Powell
Mr. Edward M. Resovsky*
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Saer, Jr.*
Mr. & Mrs. Steven J. Schuler
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Shepherd
Mr. Samuel H. Slater &
Ms. Eleanor H. Forbes
Ms. Harriett I. Smith
Ms. Beth A. Smith
Mr. & Mrs. Lee C. Tashjian, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Tweer
Ms. Irene van der Linden*
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Veghte*
Dr. & Mrs. Jonathan P. Vitriol*
Ms. Deborah H. Weil
LTC & Mrs. William R. Wirth,
USAF RETD.*
Mrs. Shirley Worden
Dr. Michelle Yearick
Mr. & Mrs. Philip B. Weymouth, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph W. Zaroff*
* founding member
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independence society

O

n Tuesday, June 3rd, over 90 guests attended
CPL’s summer Independence Society reception at
The Big Bend – George A. Weymouth’s idyllic barn

event recap

The Independence Society
a tradition of giving

in the heart of the Brandywine Valley. The
evening’s program led by Darlene Sullivan,
Executive Director and Founder, took
members on the journey through the threeweek team training process with additional
stories from recipients: Caitlin Case and
Ed Afanador. CPL would like to thank Frolic
Weymouth for graciously allowing us to host
our event on his beautiful Chadds Ford
property. For more information on how
you can join the Independence Society,
contact Lindsay Myers, Director of
Development, at (610) 869 4902, ext. 216,
or email lmyers@k94life.org.
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Save the date!
The Whip Tavern
Golf Outing
to benefit CPL
Tuesday, October 14
Penn Oaks Golf Club,
West Chester, PA
Shot gun start with
dinner to follow

Pictured from left, Amanda Joyce, George “Frolic”
Weymouth and Darlene Sullivan

For more information,
please contact Lindsay Myers
at (610) 869-4902 x.216
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free

bbq lunch

learn

the ins and outs of

raising
and

training

CPL service dogs

watch
service dog

demos

Fun for the
whole family!

Learn more at
www.k94life.org or email
specialevents@k94life.org.

face cow bingo!
painting
And of course, our ever-popular

and

birthday

First square fertilized
wins $5,000

party
puppy games

$10 each random square

booth

1 in 2,500 chances.

kissing

meet recipients
& Service-Dogs-In-

Training

craft
vendors

and
shopping

galore

(winner need not be present to win.)

Cow released around 2 pm.
Purchase tickets by mail
By phone: 610-869-4902 x 225
Online: www.k94life.org
Raffle tickets are not tax-deductible.

No personal pets, please.

